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Infant and Child Studies Center
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facebook!

The Infant and Child Studies Centre research team at the University
of Toronto Mississauga would like to start off by thanking all the
families who have participated in our studies. We are learning so

facebook.com/
ut minfant andchil dst udies

much about early language, music, gender, and social-emotional
development in infants and children. Without your help, none of
this research would be possible.
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Instagram and Facebook to see interviews with Dr. Elizabeth

Dr. Linlin Zhang

GRADUATE STUDENTS

The C.L.A.S.S. lab is on Instagram now! Follow us on
Johnson on CTV and CBC highlighting our most recent work.

-

Congratulations to Dr. Laura Cirelli, a former Postdoctoral

Er in Acland

Fellow in the Music Development Lab, on starting her

Sebastian Dys

position as an Assistant Professor at U of T Scarborough.

Pr iscilla Fung

-

Congratulations to Melissa Paquette-Smith (pictured on the

Em m a Galar neau

left), a former graduate student in the C.L.A.S.S. lab, on

Eleanor M yatt

starting her new position as a tenure-track professor in the

Joanna Peplak

department of Psychology at UCLA!

M adeleine Yu

HOW DO I PARTICIPATE?
For more information on how your
child can become a junior scientist
call us at (905) 828 5446

-

We welcome our newest researcher Dr. Samuel Ronfard
(www.samuelronfard.com). Samuel taught at a school for
children with disabilities before obtaining his PhD from
Harvard

University.

His

research

focuses

development of cognitive abilities in children.
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the
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ARE TW O LANGUAGES BETTER THAN ONE?
A recent study conducted in the Child Language and Speech Studies lab suggests that speaking two (or
more) languages to your baby will be rewarded very early on in life ? before your baby has even learned
how to speak! We tested monolingual 9-month-olds (who grow up learning only English) and bilingual
9-month-olds (who learn English plus at least one other language from
birth). Infants took part in a face-voice matching experiment, in which
they were tested on their ability to learn to pair two young women?s
voices with two animated cartoon faces. Importantly, both women in the
study spoke Spanish ? a language that was entirely unfamiliar to both
the monolingual and bilingual babies. And the results were striking!
While the monolinguals struggled with learning to associate the faces
and voices, the bilinguals successfully identified the women?s voices.
This finding is remarkable because it shows us that even long before
children can speak, bilingual children already have a competitive edge
at processing non-linguistic information in the speech signal ? such as
processing who is speaking. In future work, we aim to further unravel the mechanisms that are causing
these early bilingual benefits in voice identification. In the meantime? don?t hold back! There are
benefits to learning more than one language early in life!

W HAT HAPPENS W HEN W E SI NG TO BABI ES
In the Music Development Lab, we are investigating how infants and children respond to music. We
are especially interested in the social and emotional effects of
singing to babies. In one study with 8 to 11-month-olds, we
asked moms to sing ?Twinkle Twinkle Little Star? to their babies
in a soothing way and also in a playful way. We measured the
skin conductance of mom and baby, using sensors on their hands
and feet. Skin conductance reflects sweat gland activity, which
increases when we are excited and decreases when we are calm.
While the playful song captured babies? attention, the soothing
song calmed both the babies and the moms! Dr. Laura Cirelli was
interviewed about these findings on NPR?s Hidden Rain.
With many Syrian refugees arriving in Canada, it is important to
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understand how to best help these children and families
successfully integrate and resettle into society. In collaboration
with the Hamilton Mountain Mosque, Hamilton Downtown Mosque,
and the YMCA of Hamilton, Burlington, and Brantford, the
Laboratory for Social-Emotional Development and Intervention
aims to understand how refugee children and families deal with
their transition to Canada and the factors that contribute to their
resilience, helping them to adjust and thrive.
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ZOEY OR JOEY? I T'S ALL
THE SAM E TO BABI ES

THE TERRI BLE TW O'S ARE
A CONFUSI NG EARFUL

Words are made up of two types of speech

A two-year-old?s birthday party is a chaotic

sounds: vowels (e.g., a, i. o, u) and consonants

place? young children running around, parents

(e.g., t, s, d, ch). So Zoey and Joey differ in a
consonant, whereas Dan and Don differ in a
vowel. It has been argued that adults use vowels
and consonants differently when listening to
people talk. We tend to rely on vowels more to
identify things about the person talking, such as
where they?re from or their emotion, whereas we
rely on consonants to identify the word. For
example, adults find it difficult to recognise
words if a consonant is changed, but pay much

calling out to their children. If you heard a child

less attention to vowel changes. In the C.L.A.S.S.

calling out, would you be able to recognize who?s

Lab, we asked if

infants use vowels and

talking? Previous work from the C.L.A.S.S. Lab

consonants in the same way as adults. We

demonstrated that even mothers are surprisingly

measured 6-month-olds? response to changes in

not as accurate as you might expect at identifying

vowels or consonants in their own name: would a

their own child?s voice! We used two tasks to

child named Sam recognise their name if they

shed light on differences between child and adult

heard Sim (Vowel change) or Tam (Consonant

voice recognition. First, we presented adults with

change)? Interestingly, we find that infants do not

either child or adult voices to determine if they
could even tell them apart. Results revealed that
listeners struggled to differentiate child voices
compared to adult voices. We then asked whether
adults could learn to recognize them. The second
task trained listeners to identify a set of 4 child
voices on one day and 4 adult voices on the other
day. Results showed that with training, listeners
can learn to identify children?s voices, though
child voice learning was still slower and less
accurate than adult voice learning. Interestingly,

ignore vowel changes ? they prefer to listen to
Sam than Sim. However, they don?t notice
consonant changes as much ? they have no
preference for Sam over Tam. This replicates
recent work with French learning infants, and
suggests that unlike adults, infants rely more on
vowels than consonants to identify words.

those who were relatively good at identifying
adult voices were not necessarily also good at
identifying child voices. This is an amazing result,
as it suggests that the cues we use to identify
adult voices may not be the same cues we used to
identify child voices. As for the next birthday
party? Give it time? you will get better at
recognizing who?s shouting at you!
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ONGOI NG STUDI ES AT THE M USI C DEVELOPM ENT LAB
We are really interested in how parents can use song with their baby to regulate their emotional
responses. Right now, we are testing 8- and 10-month-olds with their primary caregivers to explore
how effectively song can help cheer up a fussy baby. Parents sit with their child and play with them,
and when their child becomes fussy we ask them to either sing their baby?s favourite song, a song their
baby doesn?t know, or to speak to them without singing. We are measuring both baby and parent stress
levels throughout the experiment to track how effectively these different methods reduce stress. In
another study with 14-month-olds, we are exploring how song can influence infant social behaviour.
The toddlers meet an experimenter who either sings them their favourite song or who stands nearby
while their parent plays with them. We then observe how much the toddler helps this person by
handing her objects needed for simple tasks, like markers for drawing a picture. We measure helping
right away, and then a few days later. In our previous research, we found that babies will help someone
who sings to them more than someone who does not. We want to know if toddlers remember these
interactions a few days later. This research will help us understand more about how song conveys
important social-emotional information to babies.
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Engineering Research Council of Canada

Council of Canada (SSHRC), and the
National Science Foundation in the US
(NSF) for continued funding of our
research.

